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The case concerns a Written Reminder issued to a Lineman in Work Performance as a
result of the Company vehicle being struck by a third party.

On April 28, 2008 the grievant exited a parking lot turning right and had to move immediately
into the left hand turn lane to make a left hand turn. The spot from where the grievant was
exiting made it difficult to see down the road for oncoming traffic due to a bend in the road.
The grievant did not see an oncoming vehicle which struck the Company truck. The grievant
believes the third party was speeding and had to follow the third party for a short distance
before the third party pulled over.

The grievant reported the accident to his supervisor and obtained the necessary information
from the third party. The supervisor and a Safety, Health, and Claim's representative came
right out to the scene. In the incident report there was some question as to the cause of the
accident as there were no witnesses and it is the grievants word against the word of the third
party. Additionally, the SH&C representative said that the responsibility for the accident was
equally divided between the two parties.



The parties agree that the employee made an unsafe lane change and that discipline is
appropriate, the argument is degree of discipline. The Union suggested both at the L1Cand
at the Fact Finding step to reduce the discipline to an Oral Reminder.

Company argued that a Written is appropriate and has been the level of discipline in these
types of cases. The employee had options and could have avoided the accident if proper
procedures were followed.

The Committee could not agree that the Written Reminder is appropriate in this instant case
but agrees to deactivate the discipline effective the date of this decision.
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